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In this paper we classify invariant noncommutative connections in the framework
of the algebra of endomorphisms of a complex vector bundle. It has been proven
previously that this noncommutative algebra generalizes in a natural way the
ordinary geometry of connections. We use explicitly some geometric constructions
usually introduced to classify ordinary invariant connections, and we expand them
using algebraic objects coming from the noncommutative setting. The main result
is that the classification can be performed using a “reduced” algebra, an associated
differential calculus and a module over this algebra. © 2005 American Institute of
Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.2131206$

I. INTRODUCTION

Symmetries in gauge fields theories play an important role in physics. For instance, they have
been used as possible procedures to introduce scalar Higgs fields using dimensional reductions.
Solitons, as well as instantons and monopoles, have often been introduced and/or recognized as
symmetric solutions of gauge fields equations. Extensive mathematical and physical studies of
such symmetries have been proposed, using various approaches, and many examples have been
given !see for instance Refs. 1 and 2 for a mathematical point of view, and Refs. 3–8 for a more
physical point of view".
On the other hand, gauge fields have been generalized in the noncommutative framework, in
some very natural ways. For a large class of examples developed so far, noncommutative connections incorporate at the same time, and without too much arbitrariness, not only ordinary nonAbelian gauge fields, but also some scalar fields which can be naturally interpreted as Higgs fields
!see Refs. 9 and 10 for reviews, and references therein".
In the present paper, we study invariant noncommutative connections in a noncommutative
framework which is very strongly connected to ordinary differential geometry. We take as our
starting point a noncommutative algebra equipped with the derivation based differential calculus
introduced in Ref. 11. This algebra is the algebra of endomorphisms of a SU !n"-vector bundle. Its
structure and its relations to ordinary differential geometry have been extensively studied in Refs.
12 and 13, where it has been proven to play a very similar role to a SU !n"-principal fiber bundle.
In this framework, noncommutative connections extend in a very natural and tractable way ordinary connections on the underlying principal fiber bundle. This permits us to generalize some of
the analysis performed in previous works about invariant !ordinary" connections, in particular it is
possible to use explicitly some of the geometric constructions related to their classification. Moreover, mixing those geometrical tools and the algebraic approach underlying noncommutative
geometry, the classification of invariant noncommutative connections forces us to introduce mathematical objects which are more natural than in the ordinary case.
0022-2488/2005/46!12"/123503/25/$22.50
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We have tried to make this paper as self-contained as possible. It is organized as follows. In
Sec. II we summarize previous works about classification of invariant !ordinary" connections.
These results are not new, but we have tried to make a synthesis of the main approaches to this
problem. In particular, we introduce there some geometrical constructions which are extensively
used later. Section III is devoted to the noncommutative framework. There, we expose the main
results about the algebra we will consider, and we try to explain its relations to ordinary differential geometry. New results about the relations between this noncommutative geometry and the
underlying ordinary geometry are exposed. Then comes the section which is the main part of this
paper. We expose the classification of invariant noncommutative connections, emphasing what is
common to the ordinary case and what is new. In particular, we show that the classification can be
performed using objects inspired by noncommutative geometry: a “reduced” algebra, an associated differential calculus and a module over this algebra. At last, we study two important examples. One of our motivations for this work was to classify the degrees of freedom of spherically
symmetric fields involved in noncommutative models. In the first example, we implement this
spherical symmetry in a noncommutative situation which would correspond to an ordinary !trivial"
SU !2"-principal fiber bundle. The results obtained lead to a natural generalization of the so-called
Witten’s anzatz.14,3 The second example is a purely noncommutative situation based on a matrix
algebra.

II. INVARIANT CONNECTIONS ON PRINCIPAL FIBER BUNDLES

In this section, we would like to summarize previous works on invariant connections in
ordinary differential geometry. First, we introduce some notations and some general geometrical
constructions which are useful to characterize invariant connections. Two approaches are then
proposed, a global one, investigated in Refs. 6, 5, and 4, and a “local” one, investigated in Refs.
3 and 8. The constructions presented here will be used again in Sec. IV where we characterize
noncommutative invariant connections.

A. Reduction of fiber bundles

Let us introduce the notations and the hypothesis we make. The analysis presented here is
essentially based on the work of Jadczyck et al.5
We consider a principal fiber bundle E!M , H", denoted by the following diagram of fibrations
!

H → E ——→ M ,
with structure group H. We then consider a compact Lie group G which acts on the left on E. We
denote this action by G ! E. We naturally assume that the two actions G ! E and E " H do
commute. In other words, G will be considered in the following as a subgroup of Aut!E", the
group of automorphisms of E. The fiber bundle E is called a G-symmetric fiber bundle. Then the
projection ! induces an action G ! M which is characterized by the following diagram:

A natural problem to consider at this stage is to try to classify all the possible lifts of an action
G ! M to an action G ! E. This problem is for instance investigated in Ref. 7. We will not touch
upon it in the present paper.
We further require the action of G to be simple !see Refs. 4 and 5", which means that we
assume M has the following fiber bundle structure:
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G/G0 → M → M/G.

Then, by hypothesis, the quotient space M / G is a smooth manifold and the fibers are all isomorphic to the homogeneous space G / G0, where G0 is a subgroup of G. All isotropy groups for the
action G ! M are isomorphic to G0, which will denote, once for all, such a chosen reference
isotropy group.
Consider now the space P = %x ! M , Gx = G0&, where Gx is the isotropy group associated to any
point x ! M. It can be shown that P is a principal fiber bundle with structure group N!G0" / G0,
where N!G0" is the normalizer of G0 in G. This fiber bundle is denoted by
N!G0"/G0 → P → M/G.

One can then consider the fiber bundle M!M / G , G / G0" as an associated fiber bundle to the
principal fiber bundle P!M / G , N!G0" / G0" for the natural left action N!G0" / G0 ! G / G0.
A similar construction can be performed on the space E on which the group S = G " H acts on
the right by
G " H " E → E,
!g,h,p" ! g−1 ph.
First note that at each point p ! E there exists a canonical homomorphism,
# p:G!!p" → H,
defined by the relation g0 · p = p · # p!g0" for all g0 in G!!p". The isotropy group S p of a point p in E
for the action E " S can be completely characterized, and a straightforward computation shows
that S p = %!g0 , # p!g0"" / g0 ! G!!p"&. Then S p is isomorphic to a generic group S0 for any p in E,
where S0 is the isotropy group of a certain point p0 in E. So E inherits the following fiber bundle
structure:
S/S0 → E → M/G.

This means that the action of S on E is also simple. Using the same approach as before, one can
see that E contains the principal fiber sub-bundle Q = %p ! E , S p = S0& given by the diagram of
fibrations
N!S0"/S0 → Q → M/G,

where N!S0" is the normalizer of S0 in S. Notice that on Q the application # p is independent of the
point p ! Q, and we denote it by # : G0 → H.
The restriction of the projection ! to Q will be called !Q. It is obvious that !!Q" ! P. The
kernel of !Q is isomorphic to Z0 = Z!#!G0" , H", the centralizer of #!G0" in H, and
!Q

Z0 → Q ——→ !!Q"
is a principal fiber bundle. By the very definition one has
N!S0" = %!g,h" ! S/g ! N!G0", h−1#!g0"h = #!g−1g0g", ∀ g0 ! G0&.
There is then a natural inclusion of Z0 in N!S0" / S0 given by the following composition of maps:
Z0 ' %e& " Z0 ! N!S0" → N!S0"/S0 .

Furthermore Z0 is a normal subgroup in N!S0" / S0, and one can finally show that !N!S0" / S0" / Z0 is
a subgroup of N!G0" / G0.
All the previous constructions can be summarized in the following commutative diagram:
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!1"
In this diagram, some arrows represent true applications and other arrows are part of diagrams of
fibrations, most of them explicitly given before. Some horizontal arrows correspond to the action
of H !or subgroups of H" and some vertical arrows correspond to actions of groups related to G
and S. One can verify that the kernel of the projection !!Q" → M / G is isomorphic to
!N!S0" / S0" / Z0.
B. Invariant connections

The action G ! E induces an action of G on the space $1!E" of 1-forms over E. Because the
actions of G and H commute, this action extends naturally to an action on the affine space of
connections on E included in the space $1!E" ! H, where H is the Lie algebra of H. For any %
! $1!E" ! H and any g ! G, we denote this action by %g = g*%. We are now interested to characterize the G-invariant connections, those which satisfy %g = % for any g ! G.
In order to do that, it is convenient to make some natural decompositions of the tangent spaces
to the various manifolds introduced previously. These decompositions are performed along the
different actions that these spaces support. Let us introduce in the following table the notations for
the Lie algebras corresponding to the groups introduced so far

Let,
G = N0 * L

and H = Z0 * M,

be some reductive decompositions of Lie algebras !a decomposition of a Lie algebra g = h * l is
reductive when h ! g is a sub-Lie algebra and l a reductive complementary subspace, i.e.,
#h , l$ ! l" which we suppose to be also orthogonal decompositions of vector spaces for the Killing
metrics. It is easy to show that there is an orthogonal decomposition of Lie algebras
N0 = G0 " K.
Then, by the very definitions, one has
S0 = %!X0,#*X0"/X0 ! G0&,
where #* : G0 → H is the tangent application to # : G0 → H, which implies that S0 is isomorphic to
G0. Using this identification, one can easily show that
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N S0 = S 0 " K " Z 0
is an orthogonal decomposition of Lie algebras. In fact any element !X , &" ! NS0 ! G " H can be
written in the form !X , &" = !X0 + XK , #*X0 + &Z0", where X0 ! G0, XK ! K and &Z0 ! Z0.
With these decompositions and the induced maps of the group actions on manifolds at the
level of Lie algebras and tangent spaces, we can decompose the different tangent spaces of the
bundles introduced previously. We then get an infinitesimal version of diagram !1"

for a point q ! Q ! E with !!q" = x. Hence we have
Q
Q
TqE = TqQ " L(q(
" M(q ,

!2"

Q
Q
!respectively, M(q(
" is the subvector space obtained from the values XEq at q ! E of the
where L(q(
E
fundamental vector fields X on E associated to vectors X ! L !respectively, X ! M".
Let us now consider a G-invariant connection 1-form % ! $1!E" ! H. We are interested to
characterize the degrees of freedom of %. First, note that it is possible to study % only at points in
Q owing to the fact that by construction G · Q = E. Then for any q ! Q, %(q( can be evaluated on the
Q
Q
three vector spaces TqQ, L(q(
, and M(q(
.

!i"

!ii"

Q
E
The restriction to MQ
q ! Hq is fixed by the relation %(q(!Xq " = X, for any X ! M. So there is
no degree of freedom in this direction.
The restriction to TqQ gives a 1-form ' defined by '!X" = %!X", for any X ! TQ. It satisfies
the following equivariance property
*
' = Adh−1',
R!q,h"

!iii"

∀ !g,h" ! N!S0",

where R!g,h" is the right action of N!S0" on Q. Considering this equivariance property for an
element !g0 , #!g0"" ! S0, one can show that ' is a Z0-valued 1-form. Together with the
equivariance property restricted to Z0, this implies in particular that ' is a connection on
the principal fiber bundle Q!!!Q" , Z0".
The restriction to LQ
q induces a map

(q:L → H
X ! (q!X" = %q!XEq ".
It satisfies the following equivariance property:
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Adh # (q # Adg−1 = (gqh−1

∀ !g,h" ! S.

Then, for any !g , h" ! S0, one has Ad#!g0" # (q # Adg−1 = (q. The equivariant map q ! (q
0
from Q to F, defines a section of the associated vector bundle FL = Q"N!S0"/S0FL, where
the fiber is defined to be the vector space of covariant maps
FL = %":L → H,Ad#!g0" # " # Adg−1 = "&.
0

So % is completely characterized by the two objects ' and ( described above. Notice that '
and ( can be interpreted as genuine objects on fiber bundles related to the two principal fiber
bundle structure on Q, either in the “horizontal” direction for ' or in the “vertical” direction for
( on diagram !1". It is possible to make reference to only one of these principal fiber bundles
structures. In order to do that, one needs a reference connection A on the principal fiber bundle
!N!S0"/S0"/Z0 → !!Q" → M/G.

Then one can make ' in one-to-one correspondence with a couple !B , )" where
!i"
!ii"

B is a connection on the principal fiber bundle Q!M / G , N!S0" / S0",
) is a section of the vector bundle FK, where FK = Q"N!S0"/S0FK is associated to
Q!M / G , N!S0" / S0". The vector space FK is defined by
FK = %k:K → H,Ad#!g0" # k # Adg−1 = k&.
0

!Notice the similarity between FL and FK."
The correspondence between ' and the pair !B , )" is given explicitly by the relations
B = ' + !*A − '!!*A"Q ,

) q = ' q( Kq .
In particular we have that prKB = !*A, where prK is the orthogonal projection from K " Z0 to K.
We refer to Ref. 5 for further details and the works by Coquereaux et al.15 for the link with
Kaluza-Klein theories.
C. Relation with Wang’s approach

Because we have assumed that the action of the group G is simple, the space M is locally
isomorphic to the product space M / G " G / G0. The study of invariant connections is greatly
simplified if one considers the space M to be exactly equal to the space M / G " G / G0. This is also
equivalent to restrict the study only to local objects around an orbit of G in M. So, in the
following, we will assume that M = M / G " G / G0, and we will expose the main results obtained in
Refs. 4, 3, and 8. This is what we call the “local” approach.
The simpler structure of the space M allows us to do a construction similar to the one
performed previously, replacing the space P by the space M / G. This simplifies the bundle structure in the G’s directions and also greatly simplifies the decomposition of invariant connections.
Furthermore, it is possible to classify the G-symmetric fiber bundles, and the results in this special
case can be compared more easily with the ones obtained by Wang.1
First, because of the decomposition M = M / G " G / G0, one can imbed M / G into M, identifying it with M / G " %eG0&. Then, G-symmetric principal H-bundles can be classified by pairs
!##$ , Q̃", where ##$ is a conjugacy class of homomorphisms # : G0 → H for the action of G on G0
by conjugation, and Q̃ is a principal fiber bundle over M / G with structure group Z0
= Z!#!G0" , H".
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Indeed, one can construct a pair !##$ , Q̃" from a G-symmetric principal H-bundle E over M
= M / G " G / G0 considering the restriction E(M/G( of E over M / G. Then, define Q̃ = %p
! E(M/G( / # p = #&, for # a chosen reference map # p0 for a p0 ! E.
Conversely, one can associate a G-invariant principal H-bundle to any pair !##$ , Q̃". In order
to do that, it is convenient to introduce the following diagram of fibrations:
Z0 " G0 → Q! = Q̃ " G → M/G " G/G0
which defines a principal fiber bundle Q! for the action !z , g0 , q̃ , g" ! !q̃ · z0 , g · g0". Consider now
the following left action of Z0 " G0 on H defined by !notice that the induced actions of the
subgroups Z0 and G0 commute"

*:Z0 " G0 " H → H,
!z,g0,h" ! z · #!g0" · h.
Denote by Ẽ = Q!"!Z0"G0"H the associated fiber bundle to Q! with fiber H for this action. It can be
shown that Ẽ is a G-invariant principal H-bundle characterized by the following commutative
diagram !some arrows are part of diagram of fibrations"

!3"
where Q! " H is also a G-invariant principal H-bundle for the horizontal structure.
It is easy to prove that the composition of these two maps, E ! !##$ , Q̃" and !##$ , Q̃" ! Ẽ,
gives us a map E ! Ẽ, for which E and Ẽ are isomorphic G-invariant principal H-bundles. Indeed,
an isomorphism between E and Ẽ is given explicitly by the following relation: to any point
+!q̃ , g , h" ! Ẽ, associate the point g · q̃ · h ! E where q̃ ! Q̃ is considered to be in E.
Using this isomorphism, it is possible to map a G-invariant connection on E to a G-invariant
connection % on Ẽ. Now, owing to the fact that the projection + of the principal !Z0 " G0"-bundle
Q! " H is also a G-equivariant map of G-symmetric principal H-bundles, one can show !see Refs.
4 and 8" that +*% can be written in the generic form
G
H
+ %̃(q̃" + -(h
,
+*%(!q̃,g,h" = Adh−1!,(q̃ # -(g

!4"

where %̃ is a connection 1-form on Q̃!M / G , Z0", -G and -H are the usual Cartan 1-form on G and
H, respectively, and , ! C.!Q̃" ! G* ! H satisfies the equivariance property,
Rz* , = Adz0,,
0

∀ z0 ! Z0

and the two relations
Ad#!g0" # , # Adg−1 = ,,
0

∀ g0 ! G0 ,
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,q̃!X0" = #*!X0",

∀ X0 ! G0 and ∀ q̃ ! Q̃.

Using standard techniques in differential geometry, this equivariant map , : Q̃ → G* ! H characterizes a section of a vector bundle over M / G, with fiber G* ! H, associated to Q̃ for the adjoint
action of Z0 on H.
We would like to conclude this section by the following remark. In the two situations presented here, the “global” one and the “local” one, it is possible to characterize the G-invariant
connections on the G-symmetric principal H-bundle E using geometric objects related to the
quotient space M / G, and not to the whole space M. Nevertheless, for the “global” approach, this
requires an extra arbitrary connection A.

III. THE NONCOMMUTATIVE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS

In this section, we introduce the derivations based differential calculus defined for any associative algebra11 and describe more precisely this calculus for the algebra of endomorphisms of a
complex vector bundle introduced and studied in Refs. 12 and 13. Some new results extending
these previous studies are presented here. It is in the framework of this noncommutative geometry
that we will study G-invariant noncommutative connections in the next section. The notion of
G-invariant noncommutative connection is introduced at the end of this section, as well as some
supplemental mathematical structures that will be used later.

A. Derivation-based differential calculus

In the following, A will denote an associative algebra with unit. Then the vector space Der!A"
of derivations of A is a Lie algebra and a module over the center Z!A" of A. The vector space of
inner derivations, Int!A", is a Lie ideal and a Z!A"-submodule. The quotient Der!A" / Int!A" will
be denoted by Out!A". This is a Lie algebra and a module over Z!A".
Define the complex $
" Der!A" to be the set of Z!A"-multilinear antisymmetric maps from
Der!A" to A. It is naturally a N-graded algebra on which one can define a differential d̂ !of degree
n
" Der
!A",
1" by setting, for any derivations X1 , . . . , Xn+1 and any % ! $
i

n+1

∨

d̂%!X1, . . . ,Xn+1" = ) !− 1"i+1Xi%!X1, . . . . . . . ,Xn+1"
i=1

i

+

)

1/i0j/n+1

i+j

∨

j

∨

!− 1" %!#Xi,X j$, . . . . . . . . . . . ,Xn+1".

!5"

In the following, for all the associative algebras we will consider, this graded differential algebra
!$
" Der!A" , d" coincides with the smallest differential subalgebra of $
" Der!A" generated by A, which
is usually denoted by $Der!A".
Let G be a Lie subalgebra of Der!A". Then G defines a natural operation in the sense of
" Der!A" , d". Indeed, for any X ! G and n 1 1, let us introduce
Cartan16 on !$
n−1
n
!A" → $
" Der
!A"
" Der
iX:$

by

!iX%"!X1, . . . ,Xn−1" = %!X,X1, . . . ,Xn−1"
0
and Xi ! Der!A". This interior product is defined to be 0 on $
" Der
!A" = A. It is
for any
" Der!A". The application
easy to show that iX is a graded derivation of degree −1 on $
n
%!$
" Der
!A"
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n
n
!A" → $
" Der
!A"
LX = iXd̂ + d̂iX:$
" Der

defined for any n 1 0 is then a graded derivation of degree 0 on the graded algebra $
" Der!A". This
is the Lie derivative associated to the operation of G on !$
" Der!A" , d̂". One can compute the usual
relations
iXiY + iY iX = 0,

LXiY − iY LX = i#X,Y$ ,

LXLY − LY LX = L#X,Y$,

LXd̂ − d̂LX = 0.

In the same way, it is possible to define a natural Cartan operation of G on !$Der!A" , d̂".
With such an operation of G on !$
" Der!A" , d̂", one can introduce the basic subspace of $
" Der!A",
which is the common kernel of all the iX and LX for all X ! G. This basic subspace can be shown
to be a graded differential subalgebra. The common kernel of all the LX for all X ! G is called the
invariant subspace of the operation. This is also a graded differential subalgebra.
In the case where A is the algebra C.!M" of smooth complex-valued functions on a finite
dimensional regular manifold M, !$Der!A" , d̂" is just the de Rham complex !$!M" , d" and
Der!C.!M"" = 2!TM" is the ordinary Lie algebra of vector fields on M.
Let us consider the case where A is the algebra M n ª M n!C" of n " n complex matrices.17 This
algebra has only inner derivations, and the Lie algebra Der!M n" = Int!M n" can be identified with
the Lie algebra sln ª sl!n , C". One can show that
$Der!M n" ' M n ! ∧ sl*n ,

!6"

where sl*n is the dual of sln. We denote by d! the differential on this complex.
In this situation, there exists a particular 1-form - defined by
i-:Der!M n" → sln
1
ad3 ! 3 − Tr!3"1
n
for any 3 ! M n. This 1-form satisfies the relation
d!i- − !i-"2 = 0
0
!M n", one has d!3 = #i- , 3$. This 1-form - can also be viewed as a kind
and for any 3 ! M n = $Der
of fundamental 1-form in this noncommutative space, which permits one to explicitly identify the
Lie algebras Der!M n" and sln.
Let us now mix the two previous examples in a trivial way, taking the matrix valued functions
on a manifold M : A = C.!M" ! M n. The derivations based differential calculus for this algebra has
been studied in Ref. 18. Here are the main results. The center of the algebra A is exactly C.!M",
and the Lie algebra of derivations Der!A" splits canonically as a C.!M"-module into

Der!A" = #Der!C.!M"" ! 1$ " #C.!M" ! Der!M n"$.

!7"

This implies the canonical decomposition for the complex of forms
$Der!A" = $!M" ! $Der!M n".
The differential d̂ on $Der!A" is the sum d̂ = d + d! where d and d! has been defined in the two
1
!A" if we extend it on Der!A" by zero on
previous examples. The 1-form - is well defined in $Der
the 2!TM" terms.
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B. Algebra of endomorphisms of a vector bundle

Let us now consider a nontrivial version of the previous example. Let E be a SU !n"-vector
bundle over a regular finite dimensional smooth !i.e., paracompact, etc." manifold M equipped
with an Hermitian structure. We denote by End!E" the fiber bundle of endomorphisms of E. The
sections of this fiber bundle in matrix algebras define a unital algebra, which we denote by A. The
Hermitian structure gives a natural involution on this algebra, denoted by S ! S*. The center of
this algebra is exactly C.!M", identifying f ! C.!M" with f1 ! A. The trace map and the determinant, defined on each fiber of End!E", give natural maps
Tr:A → C.!M"

and det:A → C.!M".

By restriction to the center, there is also a natural map

*:Der!A" → Der!C.!M"" = 2!TM".

!8"

This map is the quotient map in the short exact sequence of Lie algebras and C !M"-modules
.

*

0 → Int!A" → Der!A" ——→ Out!A" ' 2!TM" → 0.

!9"

This short exact sequence generalizes the decomposition !7" in the trivial case. Notice that in the
nontrivial case, one cannot split canonically this short exact sequence of C.!M"-modules.
For any derivation X ! Der!A", let us denote by X ! 2!TM" the associated vector field on M.
The 1-form i- defined in the two previous examples is well defined here on Int!A" only, by the
relation
1
i-!ad3" = 3 − Tr!3"1
n
for any 3 ! A. In the following, for any inner derivation ad3, we suppose that the element 3 is
traceless. It can be considered as a section of the fiber bundle of traceless endomorphisms of E. We
denote by A0 the space of traceless elements in A. The Lie subalgebra Int!A" operates in the sense
of Cartan on the differential complex $Der!A".11 The horizontal forms for this operation are
exactly the differential forms on M with values in End!E", and the basic forms are ordinary
differential forms on M. In the following, horizontality will refer to this operation.
" Der!A" coincide. We
It was shown in Ref. 12 that the two differential calculi $Der!A" and $
will denote by d̂ the differential on $Der!A" = $
" Der!A".
Now, let #E be any connection on E. Then it was shown in Ref. 12 that there exists a
1
!A" such that any derivation X ! Der!A" can be decomposed as
noncommutative 1-form ) in $Der
X = #X − ad)!X" ,

!10"

where # is the naturally associated connection to #E on the fiber bundle End!E". Indeed, one can
define ) by the relation )!X" = −i-!X − #X". We recall that # is the tensor product of the connec*
*
*
tions #E on E and #E on the dual vector bundle E* of E where #E satisfies X*4 , e+ = *#XE 4 , e+
+ *4 , #XE e+ for any sections 4 of E* and e of E.
The noncommutative 1-form ) takes its values in the traceless elements of A and can be
considered as an extension of −i- to all derivations. One has obviously )!ad3" = −3, with the
convention that Tr!3" = 0.
This result gives us a splitting of the short exact sequence !9" as C.!M"-modules. This
splitting is not canonical and is only defined through a choice of a connection on E, by the
C.!M"-linear map X ! #X from 2!TM" into Der!A". This must be compared with the usual
!commutative" situation where one can interpret a connection as a map from vector fields on M
into vector fields on a principal bundle over M. These maps will be used and generalized in
Sec. III F.
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The algebra A plays a similar role to a principal bundle, and the above canonical map #E ! )
is an isomorphism of affine spaces from the affine space of SU !n"-connections on E onto the
affine space of traceless anti-Hermitian noncommutative 1-forms on A satisfying )!ad3" = −3. If
RE denotes the curvature of #E, then one can show that
RE!X,Y" = d̂)!X,Y" + #)!X", )!Y"$
for any X, Y ! Der!A", X, Y being their images in 2!TM". In particular, the expression d̂) + )2 is
2
!A".
a horizontal element of $Der
Now, the Lie algebra of real derivations on A acts naturally on the space of SU
!n"-connections through the Lie derivative defined on $Der!A". If one restricts this action to inner
real derivations, the Lie derivative corresponds to infinitesimal gauge transformations on connections. Indeed, one has
Lad&) = − d̂& − #), &$
for any & ! A, with Tr & = 0 and &* + & = 0 !ad& is then a real inner derivation". Such &’s are exactly
the elements of the Lie algebra of the group of gauge transformations on E.
C. Noncommutative connections

In the following, we will only consider noncommutative connections for the algebra A defined
above on the right module A itself !this definition could be given for any associative algebra A".
A noncommutative connection is an application
#̂X:A → A
such that #̂X!SS!" = SX!S!" + #̂X!S"S! and #̂ fXS = f#̂XS for any X ! Der!A", S, S! ! A and f
! C.!M". The curvature of a noncommutative connection is defined by R̂!X , Y"S = ##̂X , #̂Y$S
− #̂#X,Y$S for any S ! A and X, Y ! Der!A", which is a right A-module homomorphism.

Any noncommutative connection #̂ on A is completely given by #̂X1 = %!X", where % is a
1
!A". Indeed, one then has
noncommutative 1-form in $Der
#̂XS = XS + %!X"S
for any S ! A. The curvature of #̂ is then the left multiplication by the noncommutative 2-form,
d̂%!X,Y" + #%!X", %!Y"$.

There is a natural Hermitian structure on the right module A given by *S , S!+ = S*S! ! A. A
connection is said to be compatible with an Hermitian structure if
X*S,S!+ = *#̂XS,S!+ + *S,#̂XS!+

for any S, S! ! A and real #a derivation X ! Der!A" is real if !Xa"* = Xa* for any a ! A$ X
! Der!A". This compatibility condition is equivalent to

%!X"* + %!X" = 0
for any real X ! Der!A". Such connections will be called anti-Hermitian connections. Then any
unitary element U ! A with det!U" = 1 defines on A a right module endomorphism S ! US which
preserves the Hermitian structure and the det application. We denote by SU!A" the group of such
elements of A. In our particular case, this is exactly the gauge group of the SU !n"-vector bundle
E. We denote by U!A" the group of unitary elements of A. For any U ! U!A", the gauge trans-
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formation of a noncommutative connection #̂ is defined by the relation #̂XUS = U*#̂X!US". The
noncommutative 1-form % is then transformed as

% ! U*%U + U*d̂U.
Any ordinary connection on E defines canonically a noncommutative connection on A. Indeed, such a connection is given by a noncommutative 1-form ). One then defines a noncommutative connection #̂) by
#̂X) S ª #XS + S)!X" = XS + )!X"S
for any X ! Der!A" and S ! A. The curvature of this connection coincides with the ordinary
curvature R̂)!X , Y" = RE!X , Y" and this noncommutative connection #̂) is compatible with the
Hermitian structure on A. Finally, a gauge transformation on #E induces a SU !A"-gauge transformation on #̂).
This means that noncommutative connections on A are extensions of ordinary connections of
E. In Refs. 18–20 and 12, it was shown that the extra degrees of freedom can be interpreted as
Higgs fields. We refer to these papers for details.
Because A and C.!M" are Morita equivalent, their projective right modules are in bijection
!the K-groups are the same". From the physical point of view this means that the matter contents
of any associated theory does not permit one to distinguish between C.!M" and A.
D. Symmetries and noncommutative connections

In the following section, we will be interested in noncommutative connections invariant under
the action of a Lie group G. Here we give a precise definition of this concept.
Let G be the Lie algebra of G. An action of G on A is a Cartan operation of G on the graded
differential algebra $Der!A". In particular, any element G can be considered as an element in
Der!A", which means that we will always look at G as a Lie subalgebra of Der!A".
A G-invariant noncommutative connection on the right module A is a noncommutative connection #̂ satisfying
Y!#̂Xa" = #̂#Y,X$a + #̂X!Ya"
for any Y ! G, X ! Der!A" and a ! A. If #̂ is given by the noncommutative 1-form %, this is
equivalent to
LY % = 0
for any Y ! G.
E. "Der„A… and "„E…

In the next section, we will characterize the G-invariant connections on the right module A,
where A is the algebra of endomorphisms of a SU !n"-vector bundle E. In order to do that, it is
very convenient to look at $Der!A" in a different way, using a result proved in Ref. 13. There,
$Der!A" was shown to be some basic subalgebra of a bigger differential graded algebra. Let us
describe this algebra and give new results about this very useful construction.
Let us denote by E the principal SU !n"-bundle over M for which E is associated, and denote
by C.!E" the !commutative" algebra of smooth functions on E. Then one has a map & ! &E which
sends any & ! su!n" into the associated vertical vector field on E. Let us introduce the algebra
B = C.!E" ! M n of matrix valued functions on E. Denote by !$Der!B" , d̂" = !$!E" ! $Der!M n" , d
+ d!" its differential calculus based on derivations. It is easy to see that %&E + ad& / & ! su!n"& is a Lie
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subalgebra of Der!B" which is isomorphic to su!n". This Lie subalgebra defines a Cartan operation of su!n" on $Der!B", whose basic subalgebra we denote by $Der,Bas!B". Then it was proved
in Ref. 13 that $Der!A" = $Der,Bas!B".
A SU !n"-connection on E is given by a 1-form %E on E with values in su!n" ! M n. This
connection defines a connection on E !denoted by #", which itself gives rise to a noncommutative
1
1-form ) ! $Der
!A". From the previous result, this form comes from a basic 1-form )E in
1
!M n" is the canonical 1-form defined
$Der,Bas!B", which is nothing but )E = %E − i-, where - ! $Der
previously. The basicity of this 1-form is a consequence of properties of %E and i-, in particular
the equivariance of %E.
At the level of derivations, the relations between the algebras A and B can be summarized in
the following exact commutative diagram which combines derivations on A, derivations on B and
vector fields on E:

!11"
The lower row is just the ordinary short exact sequence which relates vector fields on M, derivations on A and inner derivations on A. In the middle column, NDer!A" ! Der!B" is the subset of
derivations on B which preserve the basic subalgebra A ! B, and ZDer!A" ! Der!B" is the subset
of derivations on B which vanishes on A. These two Lie algebras were defined for more general
algebras in Ref. 21. The short exact sequence they define is the one used to prove that A is a
noncommutative quotient manifold of the noncommutative algebra B.13 The Lie algebra ZDer!A"
is generated as a C.!E"-module by the particular elements &E + ad& for any & ! su!n".
The right most column involves only geometrical objects. The space 2 M !E" is defined to be

2 M !E" = %X̂ ! 2!E"/!*X̂!p" = !*X̂!p!" ∀ p,p! ! E such that !!p" = !!p!"&.

!12"

This is the Lie algebra of vector fields on E which can be mapped to vector fields on M using the
tangent maps !*: T pE → T!!p"M.
In the following, for any 5 = f ! & ! C.!E" ! su!n", we will denote by 5E ! 2!TV E" the vector
field f &E on E. Using this notation, any element in ZDer!A" can be written as 5E + ad5 where 5
! C.!E" ! su!n". The isomorphism between ZDer!A" and 2!TV E" maps any element 5E + ad5 into
5 E.
The diagram !11" bears some strange similarities with the diagram presented on page 12 in
Ref. 12 which involved Lie algebroid structures. We will not make further comments about this
point here.
A connection %E on E splits three short exact sequences in this diagram, in a compatible way.
First, this connection can be used to lift vector fields X on M into horizontal vector fields Xh on E.
This gives us a splitting map of
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0 → 2!TVE" → 2M !E" → 2!TM" → 0

!13"

as C.!M"-modules. It was shown in Ref. 12, and recalled in Sec. III B, that the connection %E
splits the short exact sequence !9" of C.!M"-modules using the map X ! #X. Now, using notations
introduced so far, there is a splitting of the middle column by the map X ! XE = *!X"h − ad)!X"E
where )!X"E is the basic element in B associated to )!X" ! A #notice that )!X"E = )E!XE"$.
These splittings can be used to decompose any element in NDer!A" into four parts, making
explicit the kernels of the two short exact sequences in which this space is involved. Any derivation X ! NDer!A" can be written, as a derivation on B, in the form X = X̂ + ad3, where X̂ ! 2!E"
and 3 ! C.!E" ! sln. At this stage, it is easy to directly show that X̂ is in 2M !E" using the
restriction of X on the center C.!M" of A considered as a subalgebra of B. A derivation X belongs
to NDer!A" if and only if L&X ! ZDer!A" for any & ! su!n". This means that there must exist 5
! C.!E" ! su!n" such that
#&E,X̂$ = 5E ,

!14"

L &3 = 5 .

!15"

Applying a connection %E on the first relation, and using the equivariance of %E, one gets
L&!%E!X̂"" = 5. Let us introduce Z = −)E!X" = 3 − %E!X̂" ! C.!E" ! sln. Then L&Z = 0 for any &
! su!n", which implies that Z ! A0, or adZ ! Int!A". Using this result, the derivation X can be
written as X = X̂ + ad3 = Xh + X̂v + ad%E!X̂"+Z. With our notations, one has X̂v = %E!X̂"E !vertical part of
the vector field X̂". So, one can write finally

!16"
The situation can be summarized in the following diagram where all the splittings are explicit:

!17"
In the following $Der!A" will be identified with the corresponding basic subalgebra of
$Der!B". Let us now look at the consequences of this construction on a noncommutative connec1
!A". Such a 1-form can be decomposed as
tion given by a 1-form % ! $Der

% = a − 6 ! #$1!E" ! M n$ " #C.!E" ! M n ! sl*n$
with the basic conditions
!L&E + Lad&"a = 0,

!L&E + Lad&"6 = 0,
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i&Ea − iad&6 = 0
for any & ! su!n". Here we use obvious notations for geometrical and algebraic parts of the Lie
derivative L and the interior product i.
At this level, some general comments about these relations are in order. First, the invariant
relation on a is nothing but the covariance relation of an ordinary connection on E. But the last
relation prevents a to be such a connection. Indeed, this last relation generalizes the vertical
condition on ordinary connections, and connect the value of a on vertical vector fields to the
values of 6. For ordinary connections on E, 6 being replaced by i-, the usual vertical condition on
a is recovered. The second relation, the invariance of 6, has a natural geometric interpretation. By
its very definition, 6 can be viewed as a map E → M n ! sl*n. Using standard results in differential
geometry, the invariance relation on 6 permits one to interpret 6 as the section of a vector bundle
over M, associated to E, whose fiber is M n ! sl*n. In this identification, the Lie derivative Lad& on
M n ! sl*n is nothing but the infinitesimal action of the Lie group H on M n ! sl*n involved in the
construction of this associated vector bundle. We will use such an identification in similar cases
several times in the following.
Let us now consider the following situation, which will be the starting point for the next
section and which generalizes to the noncommutative connections that has been presented in Sec.
II on ordinary connections. Assume we have an action of a compact connected Lie group G on the
principal fiber bundle E which commutes with the natural right action of the Lie group H
= SU!n" on E. Then for any Y ! G, the Lie algebra of G, one can associate a vector field Y E on E.
This vector field induces a Cartan operation of G on $!E". This operation extends naturally to an
operation on $Der!B" = $!E" ! $Der!M n" where G acts only on the E part. Because the actions of
G and H commute, the operation of G respects the basic subalgebra A of B, and restricts to an
operation on $Der!A". Then the original action of G on E gives rise to a !noncommutative" action
of G on A. This action is the one we will use to characterize G-invariant noncommutative connection on A.
F. Local point of view

In this section, we want to study more precisely the relation between the algebras A and B
from the local point of view.
Let us first characterize local objects in A. Such a discussion was preformed in Refs. 12 and
13 and we recall essential points here. Over an open subset U over which the fiber bundle End!E"
is trivialized, the algebra A is isomorphic to Aloc ª C.!U" ! M n, and one can associate to any
element a ! A an element aloc ! Aloc. Over an intersection U # U! $ ! of two such open sets U
and U!, one has a transition function g : U # U! → SU!n" which relates aloc
! to aloc in the following
way:

! = Adg−1aloc .
aloc
One can also associate to any derivation X ! Der!A" a local derivation Xloc ! Der!C.!U"
! M n". Such a derivation can be decomposed into two parts Xloc = X(U( + ad3loc, where X = *!X" #see
Eq. !8"$, and X(U( is its restriction to the open subset U. It is possible to give an explicit expression
for 3loc if one considers a connection on End!E", to which one can associate the noncommutative
1-form ) and the local 1-form Aloc ! $1!U" ! H. Then one has

3loc = Aloc!X(U" − )!X"loc .
Over an intersection U # U! $ !, Xloc
! and Xloc are related in the following way:

! = X(U ,
X(U
! = Adg−13loc + g−1X(U!g".
3loc
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1
Finally, let us consider local 1-forms, and associate to an element % ! $Der
!A" over U, an
1
.
element %loc ! $Der!C !U" ! M n". Such an element can be decomposed into two parts, %loc = a
+ 6 # i- where a ! $1!U" ! M n, and 6 ! C.!U" ! M n ! sl*n. Then over an intersection U # U! $ !,
%loc and %loc
! are related in the following way:

a! = Adg−1 # a − Adg−1 # 6 # Adg # g*-H ,
!18"

6! = Adg−1 # 6 # Adg ,

where -H is the usual Cartan form on the group H, and g*-H = g−1 dg. One can remark that these
transition relations look like the one encountered in usual commutative gauge theories, but in the
present case these relations are “twisted” by the scalar field 6. It was shown in Ref. 13 that if one
chooses a reference connection, then one can express local forms in terms of tensors which
transform in a much more manageable way.
Let us now make some remarks about the relations between these local objects and the local
ones associated to the algebra B = C.!E" ! M n. First, let us consider a local section s : U → E. One
can associate to it a trivial extension of the pullback application s* : B → C.!U" ! M n. Then by
definition, the image of BH-basic(U( by the application s* is the algebra Aloc obtained from the
localization of A over U.
For derivations, it was shown previously that with the help of an ordinary connection, one can
associate to any element X ! Der!A" an element XE ! N!A" ! Der!B", where explicitly XE
= *!X"h − ad)!X"E. In a similar way, using the inclusion $Der!A" ! $Der!B", one can associate to
any element % ! $Der!A" an element !in opposition to the rest of this paper, we use here explicit
different notations % and 7" 7 ! $Der!B"H-basic. Then one can compare the expressions 7!XE"
and %!X". Over an open subset U ! M over which the principal fiber bundle E is trivialized, using
the local expression of the connection, one has
E
8(s!x"
= s*X(x − Aloc!X"(x − ad)!8"E ,
(s!x"

where x ! U. From the basicity of the 1-form 7, one can then show that %loc!Xloc"
E
"" = s*7(U(!Xloc", so that s*7(U( = %loc. This result generalizes the previous result about
= s*!7(U(!X(U(
elements of the algebras, and one has s*$Der!B"H-basic(U( = $Der!Aloc". This relation shows that one
1
!A", or from the 1-form 7
can obtain the local expression %loc either from the 1-form % ! $Der
1
! $Der!B"H-basic. Finally, notice that the transition relations !18" could have been obtained by
considering the 1-form 7 over the intersection U # U! $ ! of two open sets, with the transition
relation s! = s · g between local sections s : U → E and s! : U! → E.
IV. INVARIANT NONCOMMUTATIVE CONNECTIONS

Here, we characterize the degrees of freedom of invariant noncommutative connections in the
setting exposed in the preceding section. The results obtained are generalizations of the results
summarized in Sec. II for ordinary invariant connections. In particular, the constructions presented
in Sec. II are explicitly used in the present case. Indeed, it is possible to make reference to the
structure of diagram !1" thanks to the trick exposed at the end of the preceding section, which
consists to look at A as the basic subalgebra of B = C.!E" ! M n for a well chosen Cartan operation
of H = su!n" ! M n. The starting ingredients of this section are the following. A G-invariant non1
!A""G-inv is written as a basic element
commutative connection % ! !$Der

% = a − 6 ! #$1!E" ! M n$ " #C. ! M n ! Der!M n"*$.
Then the objects a and 6 satisfy the three relations
L&!a − 6" = 0,

!19"
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i&!a − 6" = 0,

!20"

LX!a − 6" = 0

!21"

for any & ! H = su!n" and any X ! G. Recall that the ordinary connections are those for which 6
= i-, which is a straightforward way to recover all the results of Sec. II from the results presented
here.
A. Global approach

This approach is similar to the one performed in Sec. II, and it uses essentially the same
technics. With the help of the G-invariance conditions !21", we can restrict the dependence of a
and 6 to Q ! E. Then a is completely determined from its values on TqE for all q ! Q. The
application aq : TqE → M n can be decomposed into several parts. Let us call ' ! $1!Q" ! M n the
restriction of the 1-form a to the tangent space TQ. By relation !20", one has 'q!&Eq " = 6q!&" for any
& ! Z0. This 1-form satisfies the equivariance property
L!X,&"' = !LX + L&"' = 0,

∀ !X, &" ! NS0 ! G " H

!there, we use notations of Sec. II B". !Recall also that L& contains a geometric and an algebraic
part."
Then, using S0-invariance on Q, it is easy to show that ' takes its value in the vector space
W0 ª Z!#*G0,M n",

the centralizer of #*G0 in M n. As a trivial consequence, 5q ª 6q(Z0( has also its values in W0.
A simple analysis shows that W0 is an associative subalgebra of M n on which the Lie algebra
Z0 acts by the adjoint action. It is natural and useful for the following to associate to it the
differential calculus $Z0!W0" = W0 ! ∧ Z*0 which mimics the differential calculus $Der!M n" = M n
*
! ∧ sln. On $Z !W0", the differential is defined as in formula !5", where now the Lie algebra Z0
0
plays the role of the derivations on the algebra W0. Another important useful feature of W0 is that
there is a natural application,
NS0 → Der!C.!Q" ! W0",
!X, &" ! XQ + &Q + ad& .
Notice that S0 is sent to zero in this application. This implies that this application factorizes
through an application NS0 / S0 → Der!C.!Q" ! W0", which permits us to define a Cartan operation
of NS0 / S0 on $!Q" ! $Z0!W0", whose Lie derivation is denoted by
L!X,&" = LXQ+&Q + Lad&,

∀ !X, &" ! NS0/S0 = K " Z0 .

In particular, this operation induces an operation on the Lie algebra Z0, denoted by L&, for any
& ! Z 0.
The difference ' − 5 is naturally an element of degree 1 in $!Q" ! $Z0!W0". Using relations
!19"–!21", it is easy to verify that
i&!' − 5" = 0,
L!X,&"!' − 5" = 0,

∀ & ! Z0 ,
∀ !X, &" ! NS0 .

1
.
This implies that ' − 5 ! !$!Q" ! $Z0!W0""Z
0-basic
.
Now, let us introduce ) ! C !Q" ! W0 ! ∧ K*, defined by
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)!X" = '!XQ",

∀ X ! K.

One can show that ) ! W0 ! !C.!Q" ! ∧ K*"K-inv, where the K-invariance is defined by the induced Lie derivative of the operation of NS0 on the C.!Q" part and by the standard Lie derivative
on the ∧K* part !the differential and the Lie derivative on ∧K* are naturally induced by the Lie
algebra structure of K".
Let us now introduce the bigger differential calculus
$Z0+K!M/G,W0" ª !$!Q" ! $Z0!W0" ! ∧ K*"!Z0+K"−basic
equipped with the natural differential which is the sum of the differentials on each component.
Later, we will make some comments about this differential algebra, in particular we will explain
why M / G makes its appearance in the notation.
The main result of the previous discussion is that we can show that ' − 5 − )
1
! $Z
!M / G , W0". This relation permits one to characterize in a common algebraic 1-form the
0+K
restrictions of a and 6 to TQ.
Q
Q
and M(q(
. Using similar
Let us now look at the other parts of the space TqE, that is L(q(
arguments as in Sec. II B, the restriction ( ª a(LQ( defines a section of the vector bundle associated
to Q!M / G , N!S0" / S0" whose fiber is the vector space
L
" = 0 ∀ X ! G0&,
FL ª !M n ! L*"S0−inv = %":L → M n/L!X,#
*X"
L
where !L!X,
&"""!Y" = −"!#X , Y$" + #& , "!Y"$ for any !X , &" ! N!S0". This relation is the natural action
of NS0 on the space M n ! L*. For this action, FL ! M n ! L* is invariant. The fact that (
! C.!Q" ! FL is a section of a vector bundle comes from the equivariance property
L
L!X,&"( = !LXE+&E + L!X,
&"" ( = 0

∀ !X, &" ! NS0 .

Therefore, one has ( ! !C.!Q" ! FL"!Z0+K"-inv.
In the same way, the restriction 9 ª a(MQ( = 6(M(, considered as an element in C.!Q" ! M n
! M*, is a section of the vector bundle associated to Q!M / G , N!S0" / S0" whose fiber is the vector
space
M
m = 0 ∀ X ! G 0&
FM ª !M n ! M*"S0−inv = %m:M → M n/L!X,#
*X"
M
where !L!X,
&"m"!Y" = −m!#X , Y$" + #& , m!Y"$ for any !X , &" ! N!S0". As before, 9 satisfies the equivariance property
M
L!X,&"9 = !LXE+&E + L!X,
&"" 9 = 0

∀ !X, &" = NS0

and so 9 ! !C.!Q" ! FM"!Z0+K"-inv.
Now, noticing that
!M n ! L*"S0−inv " !M n ! M*"S0−inv = !M n ! !L* " M*""S0−inv ¬ F

9 + ( can be considered as a section of the associated vector bundle to Q!M / G , N!S0" / S0", where
the fiber is the bigger vector space F. Collecting all the previous degrees of freedom, we have
proven that
1
1
!A""G−inv ' $Z
!$Der

0+K

!M/G,W0" " P,

where
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P = !C.!Q" ! F"!Z0+K"−inv .
Denote by C the algebra !C.!Q" ! W0"!Z0+K"-inv. Then $Z0+K!M / G , W0" is a differential calculus
0
associated to C in the sense that $Z
!M / G , W0" = C. This algebra can be interpreted as the
0+K
sections of a fiber bundle associated to Q!M / G , N!S0" / S0" whose fibers are modeled over the
algebra W0. The algebra C can be considered as a “reduction”of the algebra A. As a matter of fact,
it is easy to verify that the elements in SU !C" define noncommutative gauge transformations on
the space of G-invariant connections on A. Equipped with the differential calculus
$Z0+K!M / G , W0" and the module P, this algebra is the natural building block, in a noncommutative viewpoint, for the G-invariant connections on A.
As a last remark, notice that all the objects introduced here are naturally related to fiber
bundles over the reduced space M / G, as it was also the case for ordinary G-invariant connections.
As a matter of fact, the situation is rather similar to the classical one, but here, there are new scalar
fields coming from noncommutative geometry in addition to those coming from dimensional
reduction. We can also notice that in the noncommutative framework, we do not need a reference
connection to obtain objects which “live” over M / G.

B. Local approach

As in the classical case, we will study invariant connections in the case where M = M / G
" G / G0. We will use the notations introduced in Sec. II C. The idea developed in Sec. II C is to
pull back an invariant connection on Ẽ to a bigger space Q! " H. There, an invariant connection
can be written in a very compact and elegant generic form using in particular the Cartan 1-forms
on the groups G and H. Here we generalize this construction. In order to do that, we need to find
the “good” space on which pulling back the invariant noncommutative connection. Because we
work in a noncommutative framework, we must deal with algebras instead of spaces. The following diagram summarizes the relations between the spaces and algebras we consider

The algebra we are looking at must replace the algebra A, in the same way the space Q!
" H replaces the space Ẽ. It is natural to look at this algebra as a basic subalgebra of C.!Q!
" H" ! M n for the Cartan operation of H. Then the pull back +*% of a G-invariant connection
1-form % ! $Der!A" ! $!Ẽ" ! $Der!M n" belongs to $!Q! " H" ! $Der!M n". Thanks to the facts
that Z0 and G0 do not act on the M n part of these algebras, that +* preserves the G-invariance and
the H-basicity, one has
G−inv

+*% ! #$!Q̃" ! $!G" ! $!H" ! $Der!M n"$H−basic

!Z0"G0"−basic

.

The advantage to work at the level of the space $!Q̃" ! $!G" ! $!H" ! $Der!M n", is that,
there, we can decompose in an easy way the actions of the group G, G0, Z0, and H. These actions
are shown in the following suggestive diagram:
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where symbols L and R mean, respectively, left and right multiplication. Notice that the actions of
Z0 and G0 on $!H" commute.
Then, using H-basicity and G-invariance, a straightforward computation shows that +*% can
be written in the generic form
G
H
+ 6q̃ # Adh # !-(h
− i-"",
+*%(!q̃,g,h" = Adh−1!%̃(q̃ + ,q̃ # -(g

!22"

where -G and -H are the Cartan 1-forms on the groups G and H and i- is the algebraic 1-form
introduced in Sec. III. It is very natural to use the 1-form i- in this relation in order to make
explicit the identification !6". Notice that -H and i- are known to look very similar in their
structure,17 and that they appear together in this very compact expression. In formula !22", on has

%̃ ! $1!Q̃",

, ! C.!Q̃" ! M n ! G*,

6 ! C.!Q̃" ! M n ! sl*n

and the Z0-invariance implies that
Rz* %̃ = Adz−1 # %̃,
0

0

Rz* , = Adz−1 # ,,
0

0

Rz* 6 = Adz−1 # 6 # Adz0
0

0

for any z0 ! Z0. Then , and 6 can be considered as sections of some associated vector bundles to
Q̃!M / G , Z0". On the other hand, the G0-invariance implies that
Ad#!g0"−1%̃ = %̃,

Ad#!g0"−1 # , # Adg0 = ,,

Ad#!g0"−1 # 6 # Ad#!g0" = 6 .

!23"

for any g0 ! G0, and the !G0 " Z0"-horizontality gives us that
,!X0" = 6!#*X0"

∀ X0 ! G0

˜

and %̃!ZQ
0 " = 6!Z0"

∀ Z0 ! Z0 .

!24"

The ordinary G-invariant connections are recovered in formula !22" when 6 = 1. Indeed, in this
case one gets
G
H
+*%(!q̃,g,h" = Adh−1!%̃(q̃ + ,q̃ # -(g
" + -(h
− i-

which is to be compared to formula !4". As already explained, the extra term i- is exactly what is
needed to imbed ordinary connections into the noncommutative framework.
By means of the equivariance relation !23", , !respectively, 6" intertwines the representation
of G0 on GC !respectively, HC" with the representation of G0 on the algebra M n ' VectC!1 , H" and
by virtue of the Schur lemma, it can be decomposed in a direct sum of isomorphisms between
common irreducible blocks of GC !respectively, HC" and M n ' VectC!1 , H". Furthermore, if one
requires that the connection is anti-Hermitian, one must identify isomorphisms which correspond
to complex conjugate representations, or directly look at real representations.
This “local” characterization of invariant noncommutative connections can be shown to be
equivalent to the “global” approach. In order to do that, one needs to decompose the degrees of
freedom and rearrange them in a different way.
From !22", it is easy to write down local expressions on M. A section S : M → Ẽ can be
factorized through a local section s = sQ˜ " sG on the fiber bundle Q! = Q̃ " G, and a section sH on
the trivial fiber bundle Q! " H. The application S = + # sH # s is represented in the following commutative diagram:
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*
Then, the local 1-form connection is just S*% = s* # sH
# +*%̃ ! $!M" ! $Der!M n". It is useful to
write the section S in the following way:

S:M → Ẽ,
m ! +!sQ˜!m",sG!m",h!m"".
Then, one finally obtains
*

*

*

* G
- + sQ˜6 # Adh # !h*-H − i-"".
S*% = Adh−1!sQ˜%̃ + sQ˜, # sG

!25"

One can look at passive gauge transformations which preserve symmetries of the local 1-form
S*%. We have three ways to perform such a passive gauge transformation. We can multiply on the
right sH by an element h! ! H, sQ˜ by an element z0 ! Z0 or sG by an element g0 ! G0. Then S is
modified in the following way:
S ! S! = + # !sQ˜ · z0,sG · g0,h · h!".
One can report the action on Q̃ and G to an action on H by means of the equivariance of the
application +, and one has
−1
+ # !sQ˜ · z0,sG · g0,h · h!" = + # !sQ˜,sG,#!g−1
0 " · z0 · h · h!".

We will illustrate this three kind of gauge transformations in the next section.
V. EXAMPLES

In this section we apply the results found in the preceding section to two examples. The first
one is a noncommutative extension of a case extensively studied and used in the literature,3,14 that
is, the spherical symmetry for SU !2"-gauge fields !see Ref. 22 and references therein for examples
of applications". We will show that our framework generalizes in a straightforward way the results
found in the ordinary case.
The second example is a purely noncommutative case. It consists to look at some symmetries
on the matrix algebra. In this case, no geometry is involved.
A. Spherical symmetry

Consider the interesting example where M = R " R3 \ %0&, the first factor being parametrized by
the time coordinate t and the second factor by spacial coordinates !x , y , z" = r#. The symmetry group
is taken to be G = SU !2" and it acts on R3 \ %0& by rotation matrices. #We consider the space R3 \ %0&
because we want a simple action.$ Then G0 is isomorphic to U !1", G / G0 is isomorphic to the
2-sphere S2 and M / G = R " R+*. We look at a gauge theory with structure group H = SU !2", and so
for the noncommutative part, we take M n = M 2!C".
We first treat this example in the approach developed in Sec. IV A. Notice that any principal
SU !2"-fiber bundle over M is trivial due to the fact that M = R " R+* " S2, where R " R+* is
contractible and dim!S2" = 2. Then we will take E in the trivial form
E = M " SU !2" = M/G " S2 " SU !2".
Now, we can lift the action of G on the base space M to an action on the fiber bundle E defining
an action of G on the structure group H. One can extend this action in a trivial way by considering
the action !g , h" ! h∀g ! G, ∀h ! H. Then the reduced theory is a SU !2"-gauge theory over M / G
which means that nothing very interesting is happening. A more complex case is to consider the
following action:
G " H → H,
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!g,h" ! g · h,
which is possible here because G = H. With this action, one can see that the application # is an
isomorphism and then one can take the reduced bundle Q in such a way that # = 1. Then one has
Z0 = G0 = U!1"z, where
U !1"Z ª %exp!24T3", 4 ! R&
and %T1 , T2 , T3& is a basis of anti-Hermitian generators of su!2" satisfying
#T1,T2$ = T3,

#T2,T3$ = T1,

#T3,T1$ = T2 .

The reduced fiber bundle Q is isomorphic to M / G " %N , S& " U !1", where N and S are the north
and south poles of the 2-sphere S2. Without loss of generality, we can restrict the fiber Q to the
point N, the symmetry relations coming from this Z2 structure being just conjugation relations over
complex numbers. In this case, the diagram !1" becomes

Here, we have L = M = VectR!T1 , T2", K = 0 and W0 = VectC!1 , T3". It is then easy to see that F
' LC " MC. Finally a SU !2"-invariant connection is characterized by two sections ( and 9 over
M / G with values in VectC!T1 , T2" and a noncommutative 1-form ' − 5 ! !$!M / G" ! $!W0""1.
Here $1!W0" is simply W0 because Z0 is one dimensional. If only anti-Hermitian connections are
taken into account, then one can consider vector spaces over R, and ( and 9 can be interpreted as
complex scalar fields !because L = M ' C". In this case, one has C = C.!M / G" ! W0, and SU!C"
= %e8T3 = cos!8 / 2"1 + sin!8 / 2"T3 , 8 ! C.!M / G"& ' U!1".
In this particular example, the “local” approach of Sec. IV B is very well adapted because of
the structure of the base space M. Then, we will perform the rest of its analysis using these
technics. The SU !2"-principal bundle E can be constructed from a principal U !1"-fiber bundle and
the conjugacy class ##$ = #1$.
An invariant connection is given explicitly by formula !22", and for the simplicity of the
analysis, we will consider only traceless anti-Hermitian connections in the following. #The trace
term in a connection corresponds to the term 1 in the algebra M n = VectC!1 , H", and it can be
studied independently of the traceless part.$ Using notations and results of Sec. IV B, we are led
to study the decomposition of the adjoint representation of SU !2" in irreducible representations of
U!1"Z. The adjoint representation of SU !2" is decomposed into the fundamental representation of
U !1" on VectRT3 and the two-dimensional representation on VectR!T1 , T2", corresponding to the
fundamental representation of SO!2". The invariance properties !23" implies that
,!T1" = ,1T1 + ,2T2,
,!T2" = − ,2T1 + ,1T2,

6!T1" = 61T1 + 62T2 ,
6!T2" = − 62T1 + 61T2 ,

and using !23" and !24"
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,!T3" = 6!T3" = 5T3 ,
where 5 is a function over M / G. Now let us write the local expression !25" of the connection
1-form by considering two different useful gauges. First let us introduce what we call the “singular” gauge in which we take the constant section
sH:Q! → Q! " H,
q! ! !q!,e".
We will choose the usual spherical coordinates !: , ;" for the local system of coordinate on S2.
Then we consider the natural local section,
sG:S2 → SU!2",
! : , ; " ! g = e ;T3e :T2
#we have in mind the Euler parametrization of SU !2", where : and ; are two of the three Euler
angles$. Then a straightforward computation gives
S*% = aT3 + !,1T1 + ,2T2"d: + !,1T2 − ,2T1"sin : d; + 5T3 cos :d; − #!61T1 + 62T2"-1
+ !61T2 − 62T1"-2 + 5T3-3$,
1

+*

!26"
a

where a = ar dr + at dt ! $ !R " R ", and i- = Ta- . This reduced 1-form connection generalizes in
an obvious way the so-called Witten’s anzatz14 which is recovered by setting 61 = 5 = 1 and 62
= 0 !i.e., 6 = 1". One can note that the monopole term !corresponding to the local 1-form cos : d;"
is no more constant and is now factorized by a function 5. Singularities happening in !26" are due
to the fact that we try to extend the system of spherical coordinates globally on S2. This extension
is not possible in this gauge and it is why it is called the “singular” gauge. However one can
introduce another gauge in which the extension of the local 1-form to a global one is possible. This
is the “regular,” or “radial” gauge, defined by the following section:
S:M → Ẽ,

!27"

!r, :, ;" ! +!sQ˜!r",e6T3e:T2,e−:T2e−6T3".

!28"

It can be obtained from the “singular” gauge by a !passive" gauge transformation which consist to
multiply the section sH by the element h! = e−:T2e−;T3 ! H. Then applying formula !25" leads to the
following expression:
S*% = aTr + ,1#Tr,dTr$ − ,2 dTr − 61#Tr,d̂Tr$ + 62d̂Tr − 5Tr-r ,

!29"

where
Tr = sin : cos ;T1 + sin : sin ;T2 + cos :T3 ,

-r = sin : cos ;-1 + sin : sin ;-2 + cos :-3 ,
and d̂ = d + d! is the noncommutative differential introduced in Sec. III. The absence of singularity
is clearly due to the fact that the spherical angles !: , ;" do not appear explicitly, and that everything can be expressed in terms of the unique generator Tr. To illustrate the fact that we have
extended the local 1-form to a global one, we will give some more explicit formulas using
Euclidian coordinates. Let us introduce the notation S*% = a + Aai Tadxi − 6abTa-b. Then formula !29"
gives us
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Aai =

Re!( − i6" a Im!( − i6" ab
Pi +
g 4ibcn̂c ,
r
r

6ab = Re!6"Pab + Im!6"gac4bcdn̂d + 5n̂an̂b ,
with n̂a = xa / r, Pab = <ai − n̂an̂i, gab the Euclidian metric and 4abc the totally antisymmetric tensor such
that 4123 = 1. We have introduced the useful notations ( = −,2 + i,1 and 6 = 61 + i62.
Finally, we would like to show how the two other passive gauge transformations !on sG and sQ˜
mentioned at the end of Sec. IV B" can be performed. They will correspond to a U !1" residual
symmetry. In terms of the two complex scalar fields ( and 6, Eq. !29" becomes
S*% = aTr + Re!( − i6"dTr + Im!( − i6"#Tr,dTr$ + Re!− i6"d!Tr + Im!− i6"#Tr,d!Tr$ − 5Tr-r .
The U !1" passive gauge transformations correspond to the transformations on sG and sQ˜ given by
s G # s G · e 80T3 ,
sQ˜ # sQ˜ · e81T3 ,
where 80!r , t" and 81!r , t" are two arbitrary functions of r and t. This leads to transformations on
the fields ( and a,

( # ei!81+80"( ,
a # a − 5d!81 + 80".

!30"

One can remark that the scalar fields 6 and 5 remain unchanged under this passive gauge transformation. One can also note the similarity with usual Abelian gauge transformations.
It is possible to consider a “true” symmetric gauge transformation !in the sense of noncommutative geometry, see Sec. III". In order to do that, one must redefine the complex scalar field 6
to 6 = 1 − 6!. Then a “true” symmetric gauge transformation parametrized by an element e8T3
! SU !C", where 8 is a function over M / G = R " R+*, leads to the transformations

6! # e−i86! ,
( # e−i8( ,
a # a + d8 .

!31"

Note that these transformations are much more similar to ordinary U !1" gauge transformations.
B. A purely noncommutative example

We present in this section a purely noncommutative case in the sense that we consider a
situation in which the base space is a point. Then one has G = G0, and # is an homomorphism from
G to H. In this case, the noncommutative algebra is simply the algebra of matrices M n, equipped
with the noncommutative calculus exposed in Ref. 17 and summarized in Sec. III. In this situation,
the problem reduces to characterize G-invariant noncommutative connections in M n. For simplicity, as before, we will restrict in this section to traceless connections.
The general procedure to follow is to first study the representation # of G in M n, and then
determine how the representations AdH # # split into irreducible representations of G. These irreducible representations give rise to the degrees of freedom of the invariant noncommutative
connections, one scalar field for each intertwiner of equivalent irreducible representations.
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We want to illustrate this in the particular case G = SU !2". It is well known that representations of SU !2" on M n are parametrized by partitions of n.9 For instance, for A = M 3!C", the
representations are labeled by the partitions “1 + 1 + 1,” “2 + 1,” and “3” of 3. They are described in
the following way:
!i"

!ii"

!iii"

The “1 + 1 + 1” representation corresponds to the sum of three copies of the trivial representation. The representation AdH # # is decomposed in a sum of eight copies of the trivial
representation of SU !2". This gives rise to 64 scalar fields. This case is not interesting
because the group SU !2" does not act on M 3!C".
The “2 + 1” representation corresponds to a reducible representation of SU !2" which is the
sum of the fundamental representation and the trivial one. The representation AdH # # is
decomposed into irreducible representations of SU !2" of dimensions 3, 2, 2, and 1 !six
scalar fields".
The “3” representation corresponds to the irreducible representation of dimension 3 of SU
!2". In this case, the representation AdH # # can be decomposed into irreducible representations of SU !2" of dimensions 3 and 5 !two scalar fields".

We will not perform the analysis any further because our goal is just to characterize the
degrees of freedom of a traceless noncommutative connection using the methods exposed in this
paper.
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